Is there a credit line in the original source that identifies the rights holder? Look for a name on side of figure, in caption, in “credits” section, in acknowledgments.

Is it public domain? Does one of these apply?
- Published before 1927.
- Created solely by a U.S. government employee as part of his/her official duties.
- Published 1927–1977 without © notice.
- Unpublished, created before 1902, and author death date unknown.

See other, less common PD criteria at https://guides.library.cornell.edu/copyright/publicdomain

Either PUBLIC DOMAIN or NO PERMISSION REQUIRED

You need to obtain and submit the described permission to SISP to reproduce the material:
- Material owned by SI – Unit permission form, SISP’s “Permission Request for Third-Party Materials,” or an email thread from the unit’s authorized rights coordinator.
- Material owned by individuals – “Permission Request for Third-Party Materials.”
- Material owned by museums – SISP’s “Permission Request for Third-Party Materials” or, if it includes same open access rights, the rights holder’s form. If the owner grants a “standard license” (e.g., Open Access at the Met, Wikimedia Commons), provide PDF of web page detailing terms.
- Photo and object in photo owned by different parties – In addition to permission from the photographer or image owner, SISP may require additional permission if the artist of the work depicted is alive and/or represented (e.g., by Art Resource).
- Images scanned from book – Low quality so not ideal, but for open access, could be Fair Use. Consult SISP.

NOTE: Libraries cannot license content from books in their collections in lieu of parties that own copyright.

SISP cannot accept:
- permissions with terms that restrict SISP from fulfilling its publication plan;
- verbal reassurance that materials are in the public domain with no supporting detail;
- email correspondence, except for individual owners or SI units;
- any document that names Smithsonian or SISP or SI staff as licensee or that requires a Smithsonian signature;
- any foreign-language document.
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